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A relatively inexperienced politician, she nonetheless adopted a personal style of indomitable self-confidence
and brooked no weakness in herself or her colleagues. Nonetheless, she is generally considered to be one of
the best peace time prime ministers of the 20th Century. James Callaghan Labour, - Callaghan inherited the
office of prime minister following the surprise resignation of Harold Wilson. With only a tiny parliamentary
majority to support him, he faced an increasingly one-sided confrontation with organised labour in the form of
rampant strike action. Harold Wilson Labour, - In March , Wilson became prime minister for the third time at
the head of a minority government, following the first hung parliament one where no party holds a majority
for 45 years. Often described as a wily fixer and negotiator, it took all of his skills to hold on to power in the
face of economic and industrial turmoil. He called another general election in October , thereby ending the
shortest parliament since , and was returned to office with a majority of just three seats. But his government
was dogged by torrid industrial relations and recurrent economic crises. To his surprise the result was a hung
parliament one where no party holds a majority and he was ousted. In reality, his administration never escaped
from a cycle of economic crises, vainly battling against further devaluations of the pound. Wilson won a
second general election in the year England lifted the football World Cup making him the first Labour PM to
serve consecutive terms. In , the government failed in its application for membership of the European
Economic Community EEC and was also finally forced to devalue sterling. The electorate became
disillusioned with Wilson, who lost narrowly to the Conservatives in the election. The only peer ever to do so
and become prime minister was Douglas-Home, formerly the 14th Earl of Home, who assumed the office
when Harold Macmillan retired due to ill health. He was the first prime minister in the post-war period not to
win his own mandate be elected or re-elected by popular vote. Harold Macmillan, Conservative, - Macmillan
came to power at a time when Britain was confronting its loss of world-power status and facing mounting
economic troubles. Nonetheless, he successfully associated the Conservatives with a new age of affluence and
the burgeoning consumer revolution. After lying to the House of Commons, Profumo admitted the truth in
June and resigned in disgrace. Macmillan resigned due to ill health in October the same year. His opinion was
born out as the new PM blundered into the Suez Crisis. Within a week, Britain was forced into an
embarrassing climb-down. Humiliated and in ill-health, Eden left the country for a holiday at the Jamaican
home of James Bond author, Ian Fleming. He returned in mid-December to the sarcastic newspaper headline:
He resigned on 9 January Churchill tried - and failed - to recreate the dynamism of his wartime
administration, and he struggled to adjust to the political realities of the Cold War, preferring direct action and
personal diplomacy to proxy wars and cabinet consensus. His refusal to retire, despite suffering a stroke,
caused mounting frustrations among his colleagues. At the age of 80, he finally conceded to his failing health
and stepped down, although he continued to serve as an MP. For a population that had sacrificed so much, a
return to the pre-war status quo was simply not an option. In , a report by Sir William Beveridge, chairman of
a Ministry of Health committee, had advocated a system of national insurance, comprehensive welfare for all
and strategies to maintain full employment. He also made Britain a nuclear-armed power. These sweeping
reforms resulted in a parliamentary consensus on key social and economic policies that would last until But
by , a row over plans to charge for spectacles and false teeth had split the cabinet. Winston Churchill,
Conservative, - By the time Churchill was asked to lead the coalition government in , he had already enjoyed
colourful and controversial careers as a journalist, soldier and politician. Demoted in the wake of the slaughter
at Gallipoli, he preferred to resign and take up a commission fighting on the Western Front. Despite standing
against the Conservatives in a by-election, Churchill was welcomed back into the party that same year and
served as Chancellor of the Exchequer for five years under Stanley Baldwin. But personal disagreements and
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his vehement anti-Fascism would lead to nearly a decade in the political wilderness. He was replaced by
Winston Churchill. His father, Joseph Chamberlain, was the politician who split the Conservatives in by
pushing for tariffs on imported goods. It was this very issue that convinced Churchill to defect to the Liberals,
with whom he first achieved high office. Chamberlain died six months after resigning. Stanley Baldwin,
Conservative, - When Baldwin returned to power in , the financial crisis sparked by the Wall Street Crash six
years before appeared to be over. Baldwin advised Edward that Mrs Simpson would not be accepted as Queen
by the public, and that the king could not condone divorce as head of the Church of England. The government
rejected the idea and threatened to resign if the king forced the issue. The story then broke in the press, to
general disapproval by the public. Rather than break the engagement, Edward abdicated on 11 December
Credited with saving the monarchy, Baldwin is also condemned for failing to begin re-arming when it became
clear that Nazi Germany was building up its armed forces. Ramsay MacDonald, Labour, - MacDonald began
his second term at the head of a minority government one that does not have an outright majority and with the
economy in deep crisis. Britain was still in the grip of the Great Depression and unemployment soon soared to
two million. With fewer people able to pay tax, revenues had fallen as demand for unemployment benefits had
soared. Unable to meet the deficit, by it was being proposed that benefits and salaries should be cut. Labour
ministers rejected the plan as running counter to their core beliefs. MacDonald went to the king, George V, to
proffer his resignation. This is the last recorded direct political intervention by a British monarch. MacDonald
is still considered by many in the Labour Party as their worst political traitor. It was the first and, to date, only
general strike in British history. Far from succeeding in its aims, the General Strike actually led to a decline in
trade union membership and the miners ended up accepting longer hours and less pay. An MP since ,
MacDonald was respected as a thinker, but criticised by many within his own party as insufficiently radical
despite appointing the first female cabinet minister, Margaret Bondfield, in His opposition to World War One
had made him deeply unpopular and he continually suffered a torrid time at the hands of the press. The letter
which he had seen but decided to keep secret purported to be from Soviet intelligence and urged British
communists to commit acts of sedition. He lost by a wide margin. The letter is now widely accepted to be a
fraud. Stanley Baldwin, Conservative, During his very brief first term as prime minister, Stanley Baldwin
bumped into an old school friend on a train. Asked what he was doing these days, Baldwin replied: The
Conservatives had been part of a coalition under the Liberal prime minister, David Lloyd George, since
Instead, the Conservatives withdrew from the coalition and Lloyd George was forced to resign. The king,
George V, asked Bonar Law to form a new government. Reluctantly he accepted, despite still grieving two
sons killed in World War One and - as it turned out - dying of throat cancer. He held office for days before
resigning due to ill health. He died six months later and was buried at Westminster Abbey, upon which
Asquith commented: Scandalously, he lived with his mistress and illegitimate daughter in London while his
wife and other children lived in Wales. It also brought him closer to the Conservatives, with whom he formed
a new coalition government when Asquith resigned. That coalition would disintegrate six years later in the
midst of a scandal. One list even included John Drughorn, who had been convicted for trading with the enemy
in Lloyd George resigned in October But in the preceding eight years, the two politicians had together
overseen one of the greatest constitutional upheavals of the 20th Century and ushered in some of the
predecessors of the Welfare State. The budget was passed and, in , the Parliament Act became law. The Act
stated that the Lords could only veto a Commons bill twice, and instituted five-yearly general elections.
Following a cabinet split Balfour resigned, gambling that the Liberals would be unable to form a government
and that he would be returned to power. Marquess of Salisbury, - , Conservative Salisbury came to power for
the third and final time when the weak Liberal government of the Earl of Rosebery fell. The political climate
was one of rising resentment among the lower and middle classes, who demanded better conditions, social
reforms and proper political representation. But it was the founding of the Labour Representation Committee
LRC on 27 February that signalled a quiet, yet highly significant sea-change in British politics. This coalition
of socialist groups would win two seats in the general election and 29 seats in Despite failing health,
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Salisbury agreed to stay on to help Edward VII manage the transition following the death of his mother,
Queen Victoria. Notably, he was the last serving prime minister to sit in the Lords. Earl of Rosebery, Liberal, Rosebury reluctantly became prime minister on the insistence of Queen Victoria, despite still mourning the
loss of his wife. Desperate to have a minister she actually liked, Victoria had taken the unusual step of not
consulting the outgoing PM, William Gladstone, about his successor. Notably, he is the only prime minister to
have produced not one, but three Derby winners, in , and Despite his aversion to politics, Rosebery was no
stranger to scandal. The Prince of Wales had reputedly once intervened to prevent him from being
horsewhipped by the Marquess of Queensbury, with whose son Rosebery was believed to be having an affair.
The Conservative-dominated House of Lords threw the bill out and generally obstructed Liberal attempts to
pass legislation. The public was, in any case, exhausted with Home Rule and instead wanted reforms to
working conditions and electoral practices. A bitter election battle had seen the Conservative government fall
after Irish Nationalist members of parliament sided with the Liberals to defeat them. Instead, the Liberals
formed a government in coalition with the Irish Nationalists and Gladstone tried to push through his second
attempt at a Home Rule bill. The bill split the Liberals and Gladstone resigned. The Ballot Act in had
instituted secret ballots for local and general elections. Now came the Corrupt Practices Act, which set
maximum election expenses, and the Reform and Redistribution Act, which effectively extended voting
qualifications to another six million men. There were other burning issues. Benjamin Disraeli, Conservative, After a brief taste of power in , it had taken Disraeli six years to become prime minister again. He wasted no
time in bringing about the social reforms he had envisaged in the s as a member of the radical Young England
group.
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20th Century), Asquith (20 British.

Prime Ministers Prime minister, the head of government in a country with a parliamentary or semipresidential
political system. Displaying 1 - of results Abdelaziz Belkhadem Abdelaziz Belkhadem, Algerian politician
who served as prime minister of Algeria from to After studying literature and economics, Belkhadem worked
as a tax inspector â€”67 and professor â€” In he became deputy director of internationalâ€¦â€¦ Abdou Diouf
Abdou Diouf, politician who was president of Senegal from to Diouf, the son of a postman, was a member of
the Serer people and a devout Muslim. In Abdullah graduated with a B. He then joined the Malayan civil
service. Abe was a member of a prominent political family. Muzorewa was educated at Methodist schools in
Southern Rhodesia and then spent five years â€”63 at the Centralâ€¦â€¦ Abraham Kuyper Abraham Kuyper,
Dutch theologian, statesman, and journalist who led the Anti-Revolutionary Party, an orthodox Calvinist
group, to a position of political power and served as prime minister of the Netherlands from to After serving
as a pastorâ€¦â€¦ Adam Wilhelm, Greve count Moltke Adam Wilhelm, Greve count Moltke, statesman and
prime minister of the first parliamentary government in Denmark. After holding other governmentâ€¦â€¦
Adnan Menderes Adnan Menderes, Turkish politician who served as prime minister from until deposed by a
military coup in Later in lifeâ€¦â€¦ Adolf, prince von Auersperg Adolf, prince von Auersperg, liberal and
anticlerical prime minister of the western half of the Habsburg empire â€” He provided a fairly stable
government by the tactics of trasformismo, which brought together members of different parties inâ€¦â€¦
Ahmad Qavam Ahmad Qavam, Iranian politician who was a five-time prime minister of Iran â€”22, â€”23,
â€”43, â€”47, He rose to the position of minister of justiceâ€¦â€¦ Ahmadou Ahidjo Ahmadou Ahidjo, first
president of the United Republic of Cameroon, who served from to He presided over one of the few
successful attempts at supraterritorial African unity: Reynolds was educated at Summerhill College in County
Sligo and worked for a state transport company before succeeding at a variety of entrepreneurial ventures,
includingâ€¦â€¦ Albert Sarraut Albert Sarraut, French Radical Socialist statesman most noted for his colonial
policy and liberal rule as governor-general of Indochina. After a brief diplomatic careerâ€¦â€¦ Alcide De
Gasperi Alcide De Gasperi, politician and prime minister of Italy â€”53 who contributed to the material and
moral reconstruction of his nation after World War II. From the age of 24 De Gasperi directed the journal Il
Nuovo Trentino, in which he defended Italianâ€¦â€¦ Aldo Moro Aldo Moro, law professor, Italian statesman,
and leader of the Christian Democratic Party, who served five times as premier of Italy â€”64, â€”66, â€”68,
â€”76, and In he was kidnapped and subsequently murdered by left-wing terrorists. While studying law at the
University of St. Tsankov studied law at Sofia University, where in he became professor of economics. He
was a competent and pragmatic economic administrator rather than an ideologue. Kosygin joined the Red
Army as a volunteer in and served in the Russian Civilâ€¦â€¦ Alessandro Fortis Alessandro Fortis, statesman,
of strong republican views during the Risorgimento, the 19th-century unification of Italy. Later, under the
monarchy, he held several governmental posts, including that of premier â€” Fortis fought as a volunteer
withâ€¦â€¦ Alexander Mackenzie Alexander Mackenzie, Scottish-born politician, the first Liberal prime
minister of Canada â€” Mackenzie emigrated in from Scotland to Canada West now Ontario , where he
worked as a stone mason and established himself as a building contractorâ€¦â€¦ Alexandre Millerand
Alexandre Millerand, French lawyer and statesman who, as president of the Republic â€” , was noted for his
desire to strengthen the power of the president by constitutional revision. Ribot studied law and rose to be
director of the Department of Criminal Affairs at the Ministry of Justice. He was elected in to represent
Pas-de-Calaisâ€¦â€¦ Alexandros Papagos Alexandros Papagos, soldier and statesman who late in life organized
a political party and became premier â€”55 of Greece. Papagos, commissioned in , saw his first service in the
Balkan Wars â€” After studying law in Paris, Marghiloman was elected a deputy in Romania in and became a
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member of the government in Asâ€¦â€¦ Alexandru Vaida-Voevod Alexandru Vaida-Voevod, politician who
served three times as prime minister of Romania â€”20, , and was a leading spokesman for the union of
Transylvania with the Old Kingdom Moldavia and Walachia. Tsipras rode into office on a wave of popular
opposition to the austerity measures imposed by the Greek governmentâ€¦â€¦ Alfonso Ferrero La Marmora
Alfonso Ferrero La Marmora, Italian general and statesman who, while in the service of Sardiniaâ€”Piedmont,
played an important role in the Risorgimento. A graduate of the Turin Military Academy, La Marmora entered
the army in and first distinguishedâ€¦â€¦ Alfred Deakin Alfred Deakin, prime minister of Australia â€”04,
â€”08, â€”10 , who shaped many of the policies of the new commonwealth, especially those dealing with
restriction of nonwhite immigration, social welfare, and protection of domestic industry. Inâ€¦â€¦ Alfred
Domett Alfred Domett, writer, poet, politician, and prime minister of New Zealand â€”63 , whose idealization
of the Maori in his writings contrasts with his support of the punitive control of Maori land. Brazauskas earned
a degree in civilâ€¦â€¦ Ali Razmara Ali Razmara, Iranian army officer and government official who was prime
minister of Iran from to Razmara graduated from the French military academy at Saint-Cyr in He was known
for his strong anti-Turkish policies. A native of the Peloponnese Modern Greek: His tolerance and lack of
knowledge of human nature,â€¦â€¦ Antonio Salandra Antonio Salandra, Italian statesman who was premier at
the beginning of World War I â€” Salandra was educated in law and taught public administration at the
University of Rome before entering politics. A member of a wealthy family and a conservative,â€¦â€¦ Antonio
Segni Antonio Segni, Italian statesman, twice premier â€”57, â€”60 , and fourth president â€”64 of Italy.
Samaras was born into an upper-class family. In his youth he played tennis, winning the Greek teen tennis
championship at age Cavaco Silva also served as finance minister â€” A member of the centre-right Social
Democratic Party, Cavaco Silva rose toâ€¦â€¦ Archibald Philip Primrose, 5th earl of Rosebery Archibald Philip
Primrose, 5th earl of Rosebery, British prime minister from March 3, , to June 21, ; faced with a divided
Cabinet and a hostile House of Lords, his ministry achieved little of consequence. His father, Archibald
Primrose, son ofâ€¦â€¦ Ariel Sharon Ariel Sharon, Israeli general and politician, whose public life was marked
by brilliant but controversial military achievements and political policies. He was one of the chief participants
in the Arab-Israeli wars and was elected prime minister of Israelâ€¦â€¦ Aristide Briand Aristide Briand,
statesman who served 11 times as premier of France, holding a total of 26 ministerial posts between and He
was prime minister from to , and, as foreign secretary from to , he is perhaps best rememberedâ€¦â€¦ Arthur
Meighen Arthur Meighen, Canadian politician who was Conservative Party leader â€”26; â€”42 and prime
minister of Canada â€”21; Meighen graduated from the University of Toronto in and was called to the bar in
In he was elected toâ€¦â€¦ Arthur Wellesley, 1st duke of Wellington Arthur Wellesley, 1st duke of Wellington,
Irish-born commander of the British army during the Napoleonic Wars and later prime minister of Great
Britain â€” He succeeded Fukuda Yasuo. He also was a vice president â€”15; â€”. Al-Bakr entered the Iraqi
Military Academy in after spending six years as a primary-school teacher. Bhattarai was raised in a small
remote village in the vicinity of Gurkha Gorkha in central Nepal. Tanaka distinguished himself in the
Russo-Japanese War and as a member of the Japanese army stationed in Manchuria in the early s. She served
two terms as prime minister of Pakistan, in â€”90 and in â€” Bhutto was the daughter of the politician Zulfikar
Ali Bhutto,â€¦â€¦ Benedetto Cairoli Benedetto Cairoli, politician, leader of the left during the Risorgimento,
and three times premier of united Italy. As a young man Cairoli served as a volunteer in the revolutionary
forces of Giuseppe Garibaldi. Mussolini was the first child of the local blacksmith. In later years he expressed
pride in his humble origins and often spoke of himself as aâ€¦â€¦ Benjamin Disraeli Benjamin Disraeli, British
statesman and novelist who was twice prime minister , â€”80 and who provided the Conservative Party with a
twofold policy of Tory democracy and imperialism. In Netanyahu, the son of the historian Benzion
Netanyahu, moved with his family to Philadelphia in the United States. Ahern was educated at St. He won a
seatâ€¦â€¦.
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Notes: 1. Arthur Balfour was the nephew of his predecessor the Marquess of Salisbury. 2. In Ramsay MacDonald was
the first Labour Prime Minister.

Balfour made the controversial decision, with Lord Lansdowne , to use the heavily Unionist House of Lords as
a check on the political programme and legislation of the Liberal party in the Commons. Legislation was
vetoed or altered by amendments between and , leading David Lloyd George to remark that the Lords had
become "not the watchdog of the Constitution, but Mr. The exhausted Balfour resigned as party leader after
the crisis, and was succeeded in late by Bonar Law. Balfour caricatured by XIT for Vanity Fair , Balfour
resigned as Foreign Secretary following the Versailles Conference in , but continued in the government and
the Cabinet after normal peacetime political arrangements resumed as Lord President of the Council. He put
forward a proposal for the international settlement of war debts and reparations the Balfour Note , but it was
not accepted.. Bonar Law became Prime Minister. With 28 years of government service, Balfour is considered
to have had one of the longest ministerial careers in modern British politics, second only to Winston Churchill.
At the end of , most of his teeth were removed and he suffered the unremitting circulatory trouble which ended
his life. In the past, he had suffered occasional phlebitis and by late he was immobilised by it. At his request a
public funeral was declined, and he was buried on 22 March beside members of his family at Whittingehame
in a Church of Scotland service although he also belonged to the Church of England. By special remainder ,
the title passed to his brother Gerald. His obituaries in The Times , The Guardian and the Daily Herald did not
mention the declaration for which he is most famous outside Britain. He was considered a dilettante by his
colleagues, but apparently Lord Salisbury did not share that opinion when he gave junior posts in his
government to his nephew. Harold Begbie , a journalist, in a book called Mirrors of Downing Street, criticised
Balfour for his manner, personality and self-obsession. It is an attitude of mind which a critic or a cynic might
be justified in assuming, for it is the attitude of one who desires rather to observe the world than to shoulder
any of its burdens; but it is a posture of exceeding danger to anyone who lacks tenderness or sympathy,
whatever his purpose or office may be, for it tends to breed the most dangerous of all intellectual vices, that
spirit of self-satisfaction which Dostoievsky declares to be the infallible mark of an inferior mind. Arthur
Balfour this studied attitude of aloofness has been fatal, both to his character and to his career. He has said
nothing, written nothing, done nothing, which lives in the heart of his countrymen. To look back upon his
record is to see a desert, and a desert with no altar and with no monument, without even one tomb at which a
friend might weep. One does not say of him, "He nearly succeeded there", or "What a tragedy that he turned
from this to take up that"; one does not feel for him at any point in his career as one feels for Mr. George
Wyndham or even for Lord Randolph Churchill ; from its outset until now that career stretches before our eyes
in a flat and uneventful plain of successful but inglorious and ineffective self-seeking. There is one signal
characteristic of the Balfourian manner which is worthy of remark. It is an assumption in general company of
a most urbane, nay, even a most cordial spirit. I have heard many people declare at a public reception that he is
the most gracious of men, and seen many more retire from shaking his hand with a flush of pride on their faces
as though Royalty had stooped to inquire after the measles of their youngest child. Such is ever the effect upon
vulgar minds of geniality in superiors: But this heartiness of manner is of the moment only, and for
everybody; it manifests itself more personally in the circle of his intimates and is irresistible in week-end
parties; but it disappears when Mr. Balfour retires into the shell of his private life and there deals with
individuals, particularly with dependants. It has no more to do with his spirit than his tail-coat and his white
tie. Its remarkable impression comes from its unexpectedness; its effect is the shock of surprise. In public he is
ready to shake the whole world by the hand, almost to pat it on the shoulder; but in private he is careful to see
that the world does not enter even the remotest of his lodge gates. Balfour is the most egotistical of men, and a
man who would make almost any sacrifice to remain in office. It costs him nothing to serve under Mr. Lloyd
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George; it would have cost him almost his life to be out of office during a period so exciting as that of the
Great War. He loves office more than anything this world can offer; neither in philosophy nor music, literature
nor science, has he ever been able to find rest for his soul. It is profoundly instructive that a man with a real
talent for the noblest of those pursuits which make solitude desirable and retirement an opportunity should be
so restless and dissatisfied, even in old age, outside the doors of public life. Mirrors of Downing Street: Some
political reflections, Mills and Boon , p. Wright wrote in the preface to the first volume that the project would
have been "in vain" had he not received the donation from Balfour. Balfour argued the Darwinian premise of
selection for reproductive fitness cast doubt on scientific naturalism, because human cognitive facilities that
would accurately perceive truth could be less advantageous than adaptation for evolutionarily useful illusions.
From the humblest form of nervous irritation at the one end of the scale, to the reasoning capacity of the most
advanced races at the other, everything without exception sensation, instinct, desire, volition has been
produced directly or indirectly, by natural causes acting for the most part on strictly utilitarian principles.
Convenience, not knowledge, therefore, has been the main end to which this process has tended.
4: Past Prime Ministers - www.enganchecubano.com
List of British Prime Ministers.. Listed by Time Served in the 20th Century.. # British Prime Minister from to - Arthur
Balfour.

5: List of British Prime Ministers - 20th Century
British Prime Ministers in the 20th Century: Balfour to
www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
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6: Arthur Balfour | Tardis | FANDOM powered by Wikia
20th Century British Prime Ministers Over the course of the twentieth century, Britain went from being the dominant
empire in the world to a nuclear power trying to find a balance between its European and Atlantic identities in the
post-Cold War world.

7: British Prime Ministers of the 20th Century Series by Eric Midwinter
The last prime minister of the 20th century abolished the right of hereditary peers to a seat in the upper chamber.
Between them the 20th century prime ministers lost the empire and, not having found a new role in the world, are doing
a lot of soul-searching about the country's place in Europe.

8: British prime ministers of the 20th century timeline
The Prime Minister of the United Kingdom is the head of the Government of the United Kingdom, and chairs Cabinet
meetings. There is no specific date for when the office of Prime Minister first appeared, as the role was not created but
rather evolved over a period of time through a merger of duties.

9: UK Prime Ministers to Present Day
The two universally agreed upon great flops of 20th century British statecraft are Neville Chamberlain () and Anthony
Eden (). Now Chamberlain was probably a victim of circumstances, a peace-loving, hyper-rational man who found
himself dealing with anything but.
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